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Let's face it, especially these days, there's a lot going on and things are constantly coming at us to

the point where overload sets in and mentally our brain is just not handling it. If that describes you,

there's something you can do about it starting now. Get your hands on "Train Your Brain & Mental

Strength: How to Train Your Brain for Mental Toughness & 7 Core Lessons to Achieve Peak Mental

Performance!" You can't go wrong with this book because it's written to improve your cognitive skills

and throughout the process your brain will not be overworked. Think about this as like building a

figurative mental shield around your brain; one that's so tough that unless it's good for something,

anything outside of it can't get in and overwhelm you. The training in this book will help you to bring

about this mental toughness or shield that will in general improve your life. Once you start seeing

what a positive difference these improved cognitive skills can make for you, you'll wonder why you

didn't start putting these things into practice sooner. In addition, if you are one of the individuals that

is seeking health and wellness on not just the physical level but the mental as well, you need to read

"Train Your Brain & Mental Strength: How to Train Your Brain for Mental Toughness & 7 Core

Lessons to Achieve Peak Mental Performance!". This text gets right to the point and explains the

best techniques that can be used to improve mental performance. The author has gone to great

lengths to make the text as easy to understand as he possibly can and he also has put his own seal

of approval of the methods as these are things that he has tried himself and has found to be

successful. Bear in mind that the test is only focusing on the core methods to improve mental

performance which makes it that much easier to execute. The reader has the opportunity to try the

best know methods to date and get back on track.
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This book is uplifting and got me thinking of different ways to stay positive and keep my mental

health in a good state. I lead a very busy life looking after my son and working a hectic, stressful full

time job. Plus Iâ€™m up early in the morning to get to the gym because exercise keeps me going

and is one of my motivators. Sometimes we lose focus and the stress gets on top of us and we start

to get run down and donâ€™t even realize it. It takes a book like this to make us realize we have to

take care of our mental health as well as our physical health. I spend so much time weight lifting and

focusing on becoming stronger than I neglect my mind and thatâ€™s just as important if not more.

Mental health requires inner strength to deal with all the challenges that life throws at you. It

requires training just like that physical body needs training. This book gives you information on

mental strength and how to achieve it and how to train yourself to keep it. One aspect it discusses is

being more positive. Things that help with this are laughter, smiling, thinking positive thoughts,

socializing with positive people, having good friends, taking care of yourself and your family and

relaxing. It talks about the benefits of having positive thoughts. Each person requires different

avenues and methods to finding that positive state of mind and mental strength. This book shares

some ideas that might be for you such as meditation, prayer and exercise. Itâ€™s a short read and

sometimes thatâ€™s all you need to get you back on that positive path toward good mental health. I

received this book for free.

This book is loaded with lots of ideas and information that is really wise and necessary to help

rejuvenate the brain and the memory. With adding positive exercises that not only work in your favor

but also inspire and motivate you. It offers tips of awareness in your surroundings and expresses

the fact that negative thought's do nothing more than distract your quality of life. Chapter after

chapter you can't help to go over and over important factors that are necessary towards the growth

of oneself. I received this book for free so that I could express my honest opinion of it to you.



I picked up the kindle edition of Train Your Brain & Mental Strength : How to Train Your Brain for

Mental Toughness & 7 Core Lessons to Achieve Peak Mental Performance: (Special 2 In 1

Exclusive Edition) because it appealed to my self improvement side.So it took me a while to get

some time to sit down with this book, but I'm glad I have.As it says, it helps you to train your brain. I

see too many people with low self-esteem, low self confidence, stress, anxiety & other signs of

mental weakness. It's truly a sad state of affairs. Mental training is huge to counteract that. Think it

and it shall be true. The mind is a complex and wonderful resource which is so underutilized. We

have to train ourselves to think positively, to shield out the bad, to develop resistance... this book will

help anyone looking to do just that. Just like any other muscle, the brain needs a workout to grow...

puzzles, logic problems, etc. are a great way to do just that. Another is to use the cognitive abilities

building suggestions in the book. Who wouldn't want to improve or achieve "peak mental

performance"? How is this not at the top of everyone's to do list?The book isn't a difficult read, 19

chapters. The average read time is just over an hour, so why not give it a try?Definitely worth

checking out.I did receive this product at a discounted rate in exchange for my honest review &

unbiased opinion, but I still say check it out!

This ebook as well as others I have read from the same author are so full of great information and

so helpful for people like me. There are so many details in this book and so many ideas and ways to

help yourself become mentally stronger. Everything from being a positive thinker to being prepared

for the worst. It is actually helping me get through the loss of a loved one right now and I don't even

think that the book was intentionally written for that reason. Regardless, it is helping me. I like the

straight forward, don't feel sorry for yourself book. This ebook talks about Alzheimer's, Amnesia,

and the general decline of your cognitive function. I think that there is something in this book for

practically everyone. I know I don't suffer from 90% of what this book talks about but there is so

much information in this book about how to avoid those bad things that sometimes (more often than

not) happen when we age, I know I don't want to forget who everyone around me is. And the brain

fog that I suffer now, in my 30's isn't giving me much hope of keeping my memory and ability to

think clearly when I am older without a lot of work.The opinions in this review are mine and mine

alone.I received this ebook for free in exchange for my honest and unbiased opinion.

I did enjoy reading this book. It had a ton of useful information and all of the instructions on how to

train and strengthen your brain. It was not exactly what I was expecting though. I thought it would

focus more on activities or puzzles, something within the book that would help you train your brain.



Get the wheels turning. That does not mean it is a bad book. It was terrific. It goes over the history

and detail of why and how your brain is important, how it works and what happen under certain

circumstances. It goes over a list of the games or activities that you should be looking into in order

to get the best training or use of your brain. It is very informative and a handy little tool to have if you

are researching ways to improve brain function. But if you are looking for a book that has the

exercises in it that you need to improve your brain, this is not the one for you.
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